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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A red rose grows to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses grow to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A rose grows to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses grow to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker sanitizing the package before be shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Bogota, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker organizes roses according to color and size to be packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Roses have been packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: Workers cut roses that will be packages and shipped to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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TOCANCIPA, COLOMBIA - FEBRUARY 01: A worker collects roses to be trimmed and packaged for shipment to the US for Valentine's Day at the Ayura Flowers facility in Tocancipa, Colombia, on February 1, 2021. The largest buyer of Colombian flowers is the United States, where 83% of the harvest travels. Germany and the United Kingdom are the second and third global buyers, where the growth of the consumption of the English stands out. The change in consumption trends for potted plants and preserved flowers has become important in countries such as Japan, the United States, and France. Juancho Torres / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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